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She is a single, twentysomething, gun-loving, Christian, Republican writer and blogger, the daughter

of a senator and 2008 Republican presidential nominee. He is a married, 40-year-old, gun-fearing,

atheist, Democrat comedian, the son of a lesbian former Social Security employee. Meghan McCain

and Michael Ian Black barely know each other. But they are about to change the way politics is

discussed in America. In the summer of 2011, McCain and Black embarked on a balls-out,

cross-country tour. Along the way, they spoke to politicians, gun lovers, abortion-rights advocates

and opponents, gay parents, flag burners, Muslims, poker players, Tea Partiers, Minutemen,

veterans, teen moms, bikers, fast-food workers, and a hooker or two. They toured the White House.

They fired semiautomatic weapons. They stopped and ate at every Olive Garden along the way. But

mostly they talked to each other about their differences and their similarities. It's Chelsea Handler

meets Hunter S. Thompson in a political cannonball run across America.
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This book was not very informative. Instead, it more-so a travel journal and less dialogue on

American politics. I was excited for interviews with average day Americans, how they vote and why.

Sadly the book lack that dialogue. I swear I like Meghan McCain, but she annoyed me to pieces in

this book. Her constant 'I love red states' memo was childish and partisan sadly. Also, she stated

she believes in freedom of speech and brings up Dixie Chicks stance against President Bush as an

example, while contradicting herself by saying she loved how the conservatives did not tolerate the

DC's saying negative things about America. In turn she supported country music fan conservatives



dictating what freedom of speech is, whatever. I'm pro-DC and freedom of speech but that's for

another post in another place. Also, MM hates Clinton and his cheating & lying ways but loves

Regain and his Reaganomics that caused America to go into a recession for the first time in US

history. Also, in her opinion conservative own the family values thing and liberals lack morals. Of

course no facts to back this up but whatever.Michael Black voice was refreshing. He's leans liberal

and supports many of its agendas. However, he's not a crazed fan and poses criticism when

necessary. Ms. McCain; however, loves her party unabashedly even as she states she's pro-gay.

It's confusing to me but who I am to judge.In conclusion, would have loved more interviews with the

Americans they came across while traveling the states.Also, MM get over 'freedom does't come

free' you can believe in that statement, but Black and others are allowed to not agree or care about

your statement. Just are you are allowed to dislike Clinton for his liberal immoral ways, compare to

the nice, clean, Godly conservatives you choose to only see.

An interesting concept that wasn't carried out too successfully. Although they did describe a number

of encounters with some of America's more colorful characters, far too many words are wasted

detailing their useless bickering (the only thing they manage to agree on is that Crocs are horrific)

and to make matters worse, Ms. McCain is not a particularly interesting writer. Admittedly she is still

young, but her two favorite words seem to be "I" and "my" and rather than describe the events

taking place around her, she spends far too much time offering her opinions on the state of

American politics and reminiscing about events from her family life, a subject that didn't interest me

in the least. Recommended only for fans of the authors.

I won't spoil anything by saying what is so ironic, but if you read this on its entirety, not only will you

figure it out, but the irony will be eye opening and provide some hope that this country will find a way

to stop bickering and unite once again. Meghan McCain is very surprising. I can only hope the day

will come when the Republican party is comprised of way more Meghan McCains and no Ted

Cruzes. In Michael Ian Black I an given hope that liberals can become as truly open minded and

tolerant as he is. This was a very fun and revealing road trip and I'm glad that I got to tag along as a

reader

I really enjoyed reading this book, mainly because both the authors speak on a variety of subjects

that comment on the state of America. What fascinated me after I got deep into the book was that I

could no longer tell who was speaking. As opposite you might think these two would be, she being a



Republican and he being a Democrat, for some reason, their thoughts cross borders, overlap,

become difficult to separate, because basically, these two love America very much, and that comes

through on page after page. He may be a left wing liberal, and she may be a right wing

conservative, but they both find much wrong with their chosen political parties and standard policies.

It's refreshing to hear so many candid accusations at their own group. I liked what they said, I felt

they were being honest and refreshing and not trying to "sound correct." It's a book filled with candid

stories told with the relish of the adventurous heart. I wouldn't mind traveling across country with

these two, because I know if anything, it would never be dull.

I don't know what I thought this book would be about. I knew Michael Ian Black's writing can get a

little lackluster when it runs long. I didn't know much about Meghan McCain. But I was pleasantly

surprised by both of them. They both changed and grew as they learned more about each other and

the country. Almost like a romantic comedy about a couple from different backgrounds who fall in

love - except Michael is old enough to be her father and sometimes forgets he is supposed to be

funny. Definitely worth checking out if you are wondering how Americans can come together and

realize that we are one country and more alike than different.

I purchased this book after previously reading some of Black's work and falling in love with his

writing style. He is blatantly honest and laugh-out-loud funny, yet still manages to make insightful

comments about their political journey across America and things they observe. Although I found

McCain's sections not as insightful or intriguing, it was entertaining to see the dynamic and

differences between the two writers. Although this book is not necessarily a page-turner, it is a good

read that brings up some interesting thinking points regarding our country.

This book was a fun read-- I love Michael Ian Black and side with a lot of his political viewpoints.

Meghan McCain is somewhat of an idol of mine, since I also hail from a strictly conservative

background but am a moderate-liberal myself. After reading both this book and Dirty Sexy Politics,

my opinions of her have changed somewhat; but overall she is still a strong, opinionated woman,

which our country needs now more than ever! The book itself was in great condition and I only paid

$1.99! At that price, you might as well buy it and see what you think!
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